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Summary: The immigration to Poland which followed the collapse of communism in 1989
and the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991 was something for which Poland was legislatively,
administratively and financially unprepared.
These two events, along with EU accession negotiations in the 1990s, forced Poland to try to
put in place a framework to deal with immigration. One of the methods employed in the field
of irregular immigration was to implement regularisation or legalisation programmes.
Poland’s first two attempts at regularisation, carried out in 2003 and 2007, were abjectly
ineffective. This was due to overly-restrictive criteria and failure to publicise the programmes
amongst the target group.
The legislature has finally recognised the need to provide yet another opportunity for
illegally-resident third-country nationals to regularise their status and draft legislation
published in November 2010 suggests that lessons have been learnt from past mistakes.
Meanwhile the Polish courts have played an important role in vindicating the human rights of
irregular immigrants by giving effect to the Article 8 ECHR protection of family and private
life in the face of administrative decisions to expel which fail to take account of Poland’s
obligations under Article 8.
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The migration situation in Poland has undergone profound change during the past 22 years.
While in 1989 the entry, stay and exit of all non-nationals was governed by a single Act, there
are now three substantial pieces of legislation regulating movement of non-nationals, as well
as the Repatriation Act 2000 which provides for acquisition of citizenship by persons of
Polish descent.1 This change is largely the result of events such as the collapse of communist
rule in Poland in 1989, the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the country’s accession to the
EU in 2004. Prior to 1989 the Aliens Act 1963 governed the conditions of entry into and exit
from communist Poland whose migration policy, like that of other Soviet bloc states, was
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isolationist in character.2 Restrictive passport and visa policies3 ensured that much emigration
was irregular in character4 and that immigration was kept at a symbolic minimum.5
The fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, however, resulted in large-scale movement into and
through Poland with the country becoming a destination for citizens of neighbouring countries
such as Ukraine, Belarus and Russia6 and the more distant Armenia. Entry into Poland for
citizens of these countries was facilitated by a 1979 agreement between Poland and the former
Soviet Union concerning visa-free travel.7 The 1990s also saw the formation of new Chinese
and Vietnamese communities in Poland, as well as inflows of asylum-seekers and lower
levels of emigration, phenomena which also made themselves known in other Central
European countries at that time.8
Poland, however, was ill-equiped to deal with immigration. It lacked experience, the
legislative, policy and administrative framework9 and the financial resources to deal with
immigration procedures and paperwork.10 Poland’s migration law and system of migration
management in the first half of the 1990s was moulded under the influence of international
organisations such as the IOM, UNHCR and Council of Europe as well as its external
partners, with the experience of destination countries playing a key role.11 Migration policy
consisted in reacting to dynamically developing phenomena such as illegal migration, for
which Poland was both a transit and destination country.12 The focus of migration policy in
the early 1990s was on entry13 and sought, inter alia, to establish border controls and to
facilitate cross-border movement by maintaining non-visa regimes with all European states.14
Work begun in 1992 on a new Aliens Act came to fruition with the Aliens Act 1997 which
facilitated free movement of persons and focused mainly on conditions of entry, stay and
transit through Poland,15 though even before enactment the Act was outdated due to changes
in migration patterns and Poland’s obligations in relation to EU accession.16 Poland began
accession negotiations in the field of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA) in 2000 and it was
arguably the accession process that was the main driver of change in Polish immigration
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law.17 In 2001 the Polish parliament passed amendments to the 1997 Act which cleared the
path toward membership of the EU with one of the most significant amendments being the
establishment of the Office for Repatriation and Foreigners,18 the first government agency
whose remit extended exclusively to migration matters.19 This Office was a central
administrative organ with competence in the fields of migration, asylum and citizenship and
was established so as to more effectively coordinate the activities resulting from legislative
changes made on foot of negotiations in the field of JHA.20 The 2001 amendments were
followed by separate Acts dealing with entry and stay of citizens of EU Member States,
granting of protection to non-nationals in Poland and the Aliens Act 2003 which provided,
inter alia, for Poland’s first regularisation programme.21
While Poland’s accession negotiations saw a concentration on the fight against illegal
migration and protection of the border, one of the longest of the EU’s external borders,22 one
of the main shortcomings at this time was the failure to undertake large-scale analysis which
would have allowed for both planned and more effective migration management and the
establishment of guidelines for a national migration policy. An important development from
the point of view of coordination of migration policies was thus the appointment by the Prime
Minister in February 2007 of the interdepartmental Group for Migration Matters.23
While it would appear that irregular migration commands little attention from politicians and
the public in Poland,24 a description often applied to the wider phenomenon of immigration in
Poland,25 the irregular population in Poland is estimated by the government to be between
40,000 and 100,000 with NGOs putting the figure somewhere between 400,000 and
500,000.26
Poland’s policy on irregular migration has been described as three-pronged, focusing on
prevention through border control and facilitation of legal immigration; supervision of
legality of both stay and employment; and return or regularisation of illegally present TCNs.27
While the solution favoured by Poland to the presence on its territory of irregular immigrants
is return,28 it sometimes regularises the status of irregular immigrants.
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Pathways to Regularisation
There are a number of legislative provisions which facilitate regularisation of illegal stay.
Section 33 of the Aliens Act 2003, for example, provides that a residence visa of a maximum
of 3 months’ validity may be granted to a non-national even in circumstances which would
ordinarily involve refusal of a visa29 if the non-national’s exceptional personal situation
requires his or her presence in Poland.30 If the interests of Poland require that such a visa be
issued then there is no 3 month limit to the visa’s validity. Residence visas may be extended
once a number of onerous criteria have been met.31
Another legislative channel which may allow, inter alia, for regularisation of illegal stay is
that of tolerated stay which is provided for in Part II of the Act on granting protection to nonnationals on the territory of the Polish Republic 2003. Section 97(1) provides that a nonnational is granted tolerated stay if, inter alia, expulsion may be effected only to a country in
which there could be a threat to the individual’s life, freedom or personal safety or where he
could be subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment or forced to
work or deprived of the right to a fair trial or punished without law as understood in the
ECHR. Where such circumstances exist there is an obligation to grant tolerated stay.
Tolerated stay is also granted to persons who have unsuccessfully applied for refugee status,
or had that status withdrawn, and to those issued with decisions of expulsion, in the event of
the existence of circumstances such as those outlined in Section 97.32
The 2003 Regularisation
Poland’s first regularisation programme was authorised by parliament in 2003 through
Section 154 in Part 16 of the oft-amended Aliens Act 2003 which essentially provided for the
award of a temporary residence permit valid for one year to irregular immigrants who
satisfied a number of criteria.
During the first reading of the Bill by the Committee of Administration and Internal Affairs,
the Head of the Office for Repatriation and Foreigners suggested that the regularising
provision would primarily benefit Armenian families who had been living illegally in Poland
for between 8 and 10 years. These families had not in any other way violated Polish law and
their children were attending Polish schools.33 The law as it then was required that such
families be expelled from Poland, despite the fact that such expulsion would be devastating,
particularly for the children who had already been assimilated in Poland and did not know
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their parents’ country or the Armenian language.34 The genesis of the 2003 regularisation may
thus be attributed to humanitarian concerns.35 The legislature also expected the regularisation
to reduce the shadow economy, increase control of illegal immigration and increase
observance of the law and the level of public order and security.36
Section 154(1) provided that a non-national whose presence in Poland on 1 September 2003 is
illegal, and who has been continuously resident since 1 January 1997, may submit an
application for a temporary residence permit by 31 December 2003 to the governor of the
province37 in which he is resident. The governor will issue such a permit, valid for one year, if
doing so will not be a burden on the state budget or pose a threat to national security or public
order and does not run contrary to the interests of the Republic of Poland. Furthermore, before
being granted the temporary residence permit by the governor, an applicant had to: provide
legal title to residential accommodation; possess a promise of a work permit or the written
declaration of an employer expressing an intention to employ the applicant or, alternatively,
possess income or means sufficient to cover for one year the costs of maintenance and
medical treatment of himself and dependent members of his family without accessing social
welfare.
Section 155 of the 2003 Act provided for what came to be referred to as the “small amnesty.”
On the basis of Section 155(1) an illegally resident non-national could report his status to the
Border Guard or the police within two months of enactment of the Act – 1 September 2003 –
and in the event of a decision requiring departure from Poland, voluntary departure before the
deadline specified in the decision would ensure that the individual’s details would not be
entered into the register of undesirable aliens.38 Entry into the register of aliens whose
presence in Poland is undesirable entails a ban on re-entry for either 1, 3 or 5 years depending
on the circumstances of the non-national’s departure. Thus avoidance of such entry in the
context of the 2003 regularisation meant that illegally-staying non-nationals could leave
Poland and despite their previous illegal stay apply to re-enter immediately through formal
legal channels.
The 2003 regularisation must be deemed a failure in every respect. While officials estimated
that up to 10,000 people were eligible to apply,39 the scheme ultimately attracted just 3508
34
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applications.40 While citizens of 62 different countries sought regularisation,41 over half of the
applications were submitted by citizens of Armenia and Vietnam, the two best-organised nonnational communities in Poland42 who accounted for 85% of the 2413 non-nationals who
received positive decisions.43
The failure of the 2003 regularisation has many causes, including fear of expulsion,44 the
difficulty of proving an offer of work,45 lack of awareness of the regularisation,46 and the
difficulty of proving continuous residence.
While the intention on the part of the legislature may have been to limit the possibility of
regularisation to persons who had deep roots in Polish society, it is easy to locate the overlyrestrictive eligibility criteria in Dauvergne’s description of the worldwide crackdown on
extralegal migration as “a reaction to state perceptions of a loss of control over policy
initiatives in other areas.”47 As migration laws and their enforcement come to constitute “the
last bastion of sovereignty”48 they are wielded are ever more zealously.
The 2007 Regularisation
The 2003 regularisation was followed in 2007 by an almost identically-worded programme,
again provided for in legislation. Indeed the 2007 regularisation has been described as the
second stage of the 2003 programme.49 It resulted from the adoption of an amendment tabled
by the Senate in May 2007 to the Act amending the Aliens Act and some other Acts. An
explanatory note accompanying the proposed amendment made clear that it was aimed at
persons who had not availed of the opportunity to regularise in 2003.50 Indeed during
discussion of the proposed amendment at a sitting of the Committee for Administration and
Internal Affairs the Head of the Office for Repatriation and Foreigners elaborated that some
eligible non-nationals had feared participation in the 2003 regularisation but had seen that
such fears were unfounded and so would seek to apply to the second stage.51 The Junior
Minister for Internal Affairs and Administration was at pains to point out that the proposed
regularisation was not a new one but a continuation of the 2003 regularisation.52 He noted that
Poland’s imminent accession to Schengen meant that all provisions concerning regularisation
or legalisation have to be agreed with Poland’s EU partners who Poland should refrain from
40
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surprising “with new unjustified measures”53 and amongst whom legislative measures in the
realm of regularisation would not be well received. He suggested that such legislation would
be ill-advised in light of the discussion of the validity of regularisation, occasioned by the
Spanish regularisation, amongst EU countries which have real problems with migration.54 The
Junior Minister highlighted the need to avoid controversy55 and emphasised that
regularisation would not be an element of every amendment of the Aliens Act.56
There were some differences though between 2003 and 2007. Section 18 of the Act amending
the Aliens Act and some other Acts 2007 envisaged a period of 6 months during which
applications for regularisation could be submitted, as opposed to the 4 month period
prescribed by the 2003 legislation. The second regularisation, however, was even more
restrictive than the first as it precluded submission of applications by persons who had
unsuccessfully applied in 200357 and required applicants to have been continuously resident in
Poland since 1 January 1997, almost ten years, as opposed to the nearly 7 years’ continuous
residence required by the 2003 regularisation. It was also closed to those who had
successfully regularised their stay in 2003 only to subsequently fall back into irregular status.
The 2007 regularisation did not provide for a so-called “small amnesty,” a feature which
attracted some criticism.58 The reason given for this was that the “small amnesty” of 2003 had
been availed of by just 282 persons, 139 of whom were Ukrainian citizens who used it as a
means of leaving Poland, free of the return bar which would ordinarily attend the departure of
an illegally-staying non-national, only to quickly return through formal legal channels for a
further stay.59
While 2022 non-nationals applied under the 2007 regularisation, with Vietnamese (1125) and
Armenian (574) citizens once again constituting a large majority, just 177 applicants, less
than 9% of the total, received positive decisions.60
The overly-restrictive approach to regularisation adopted in both 2003 and 2007 is partially
explained by a desire to avoid disgruntling Poland’s EU partners61 and deference amongst
Polish policymakers to the European Commission stance that regularisation acts as a pull
factor.62
The 2011 Regularisation?
There has, however, been some discussion of a further regularisation programme. One
commentator has suggested that a new regularisation should be along the lines of the 2003
“small amnesty” and should primarily, though not exclusively, target Ukrainians given their
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numerical predominance in Poland’s irregular population.63 In October 2010 “Immigrants for
Amnesty” submitted a petition to the Polish parliament and president calling for new
regularisation legislation to vindicate their right to a fair and dignified life.64
Despite the extreme reluctance which characterised the government approach to regularisation
in 2007, it appears that a third legislatively sanctioned opportunity for non-nationals to
regularise their stay in Poland is imminent.
In May 2010 the National and Ethnic Minorities Committee of the Polish parliament
discussed a desideratum recommending a further regularisation for irregular immigrants in
Poland.65 Mention was made of the fact that in recent years irregular immigrants themselves
have begun to agitate for regularisation of their situation, sometimes by collecting signatures
for petitions from amongst other irregular immigrants.66 While concerns were expressed that a
one-off regularisation would incentivise greater numbers of irregular immigrants to come to
Poland in the hope of future legalisation, with many such immigrants viewing Poland as a
transit country on their way to EU Member States in Western Europe,67 there was general
agreement as to the desirability of further regularisation68 and during a sitting of the
Committee the following month its members voted to unanimously adopt the desideratum and
address it to the Minister for the Interior and Administration.69 The desideratum noted that
“after six years’ membership of the EU Poland faces a great challenge – a broad range of
illegal immigrants from many countries living on the territory of the Polish Republic.”70 It
called for the fastest possible resolution of this problem in a manner consistent with Polish
state policy and human rights standards as its many negative effects impact not only the
Polish state but also migrants’ families.71 It characterised Poland as an increasingly attractive
destination for immigrants given the ostensibly contradictory phenomena of its dynamic
economic development and the departure in recent years of over a million of its citizens in to
seek economic opportunity elsewhere.72 The desideratum highlighted the ease with which
legally resident immigrants could fall into an irregular situation due to the current state of the
law and made reference to the economic and cultural contributions that legalised immigrants
make.73 It recognised that the two earlier regularisations did not serve their purpose and the
resultant necessity of an effective regularisation campaign for irregular immigrants
63
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continuously present in Poland since 21 December 2007. The Committee thus called on the
Minister to take appropriate legislative action.74
The Committee’s call was heeded. The framework of the draft of the new Aliens Act, The
Draft Outline of the Aliens Bill, was published by the Ministry of the Interior and
Administration on the website of the Office for Foreigners in November 2010.75 Running to
nearly 80, 000 words the draft legislation carries explanations of the proposed amendments
and aims to adapt the 2003 legislation to take account of the new migration context as well as
new EU directives. The regularisation scheme envisaged in the draft legislation is more
applicant-friendly than the two earlier ones. It provides that a non-national who has been
continuously present in Poland since 20 December 2007 and whose presence on the date of
entry into force of the Act is illegal will, if he applies for such a permit within 6 months of
that date, be granted a temporary residence permit for 2 years if to do so does not constitute a
threat to national safety or public order or the interests of the Polish Republic.76
Residence in Poland on the basis of such a permit, however, will not count toward the legal
and continuous residence required of TCNs who apply for the status of long-term EU
resident.77
Successful applicants will have the right to work without a work permit on condition that they
possess a written declaration from an employer expressing intent to employ.78
In a position paper on the draft legislation submitted by Caritas Poland as part of the public
consultation process, the NGO called for an amendment to be make the law applicable to all
non-nationals illegally present since 31 December 2010 and to extend the period for
submission of applications to 12 months changes.79 Such changes are warranted by the need
to conduct an extensive information campaign reaching as wide an audience of prospective
applicants as possible.80
Regularisation through the Courts
Another route out of illegality is of course through judgments of the Courts and the impact
they may have on practice on the ground. Article 8 of the European Convention on Human
Rights (ECHR) has been invoked a number of times in the Polish Courts by persons appealing
against expulsion orders, with the result that the Polish courts have given serious
consideration to Poland’s Article 8 obligations. Article 8 provides that
1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his
correspondence.
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right
except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society
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in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the
country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals,
or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
An important indication of the power of Article 8 ECHR protection to facilitate regularisation
of illegally-resident non-nationals in Poland is to be found in a judgment of the Warsaw
Supreme Administrative Court from 2005.81 The applicant, Feliks O., a citizen of Armenia,
arrived in Poland at the beginning of 2003. In April 2004 he was detained and found to be in
Poland illegally, without a passport and visa and without means of subsistence. He stated that
he had not worked in Poland but was a dependant of a Polish citizen with whom he was in an
unformalised relationship and had three children. He was issued with an expulsion order by
the provincial Governor on the basis of his presence in Poland without the required visa or
permit82 and for not possessing the financial means necessary to cover the costs of his stay in
Poland.83 The Office for Repatriation and Foreigners endorsed the Governor’s decision.
On appeal to the Provincial Administrative Court the applicant argued that he, his partner and
their three children form a family unit. He questioned the finding that he lacked sufficient
means to cover the costs of his stay in Poland and argued that the obstacle to legalisation of
his stay in Poland is the absence of a passport, disclosing that he left Armenia to avoid
conscription and participation in the civil war.
The Provincial Administrative Court found that even in the event of possession of sufficient
means to cover the costs of a stay in Poland, the decision of expulsion will stand on the basis
of presence in Poland without the required documentation.
The Supreme Administrative Court found fault with the judgment of the Provincial
Administrative Court. It held that Article 8 ECHR protection extends to the family ties
between a father and child even where the there is no legal bond, as long as they have a
relationship which indicates the existence of real family ties. Family life extends not only to
families based on marriage but also to families based on actual relationships. This much is
clear from the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights. The Court held that a
decision of expulsion may be inadmissible in light of Article 8 ECHR protection and that the
applicant’s charge that his family situation had not been taken into consideration by the Court
of first instance was well-founded.
The Supreme Administrative Court’s finding in relation to Article 8 ECHR was endorsed by
the Lodz Provincial Administrative Court in a 2008 case.84 Here the applicant, JD, had
acquired a temporary residence permit as part of the 2003 regularisation programme but
because of serious illness had been unable to apply for extension of the one-year residence
permit acquired through the 2003 regularisation programme and was aware that her presence
in Poland was illegal. While in Poland she had traded in clothing items without any
authorisation. She had already undergone two operations in Poland spending all her earnings
on treatment and medication. In addition to her illegal stay, the applicant was not in
possession of sufficient funds to cover the costs of her stay in Poland, both of which
constitute grounds for a decision of expulsion.85 She lived with and was cared for by her son
who had a permanent residence permit, a Polish wife and 7 year old child.
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She appealed a decision obliging her to leave Poland, emphasising that she paid herself for all
her operations and associated medication and check-ups. She claimed that travel to her
country of origin would have a deleterious effect on her health and provided medical
testimony to that effect. Furthermore, in her country of origin she had nowhere to live, no
close relatives and no one who could take care of her.
Unanimously endorsing the aforementioned finding of the Warsaw Supreme Administrative
Court, the Lodz Provincial Administrative Court found furthermore that Article 8 ECHR
protection extends to all non-nationals regardless of whether they are in a given State legally
or illegally. The issue of family life covers not just relationships based on marriage but also
other forms of personal relations such as informal relationships and relationships between
parents and children. Moreover, even where Polish legislation may provide for refusal of stay,
protection of a non-national from expulsion may flow directly from the provisions of the
ECHR.
The Court found that the administrative organs had not referred to the personal and family
situation of the applicant and that the obligation on the applicant to leave Poland should have
been assessed in light of the protection of private and family life flowing from Article 8
ECHR.
A similar ruling was made by the Warsaw Provincial Administrative Court in 2006.86 The
applicant, Irina G., entered Poland legally in 1994 with her husband and two daughters. In
1995 she gave birth to a son who spoke only Polish and had never left the country. Following
an unsuccessful application for an extension of his residence permit, her husband was forced
to leave Poland in 2004.
In 2003 Irina G. applied for a temporary residence permit for herself and her minor son within
the terms of the regularisation programme provided for by Section 154(1) of the Aliens Act
2003. The organ of first instance refused the application and on appeal, the decision was
upheld by the Office for Repatriation and Aliens, and the Warsaw Provincial Administrative
Court.
In July 2005 Irina G. was detained in connection with her illegal stay and in August was
issued with a decision of expulsion on the grounds that she was in Poland without the required
visa or residence permit;87 and had not left Poland in the timeframe specified in the initial
decision on refusal to grant a temporary residence permit.88
The Office for Repatriation and Foreigners upheld the decision to expel and on appeal to the
Warsaw Provincial Administrative Court the applicant emphasised that depriving the children
of contact with their father and the refusal of her application for a temporary residence permit
followed by the obligation on her to leave Poland undermined the integrity of family life.
When in August 2005 the office of the provincial Governor issued her with a decision of
expulsion, the same organ was processing an application for a temporary residence permit for
her minor children and issued a positive decision. Such a state of affairs, according to the
applicant, was detrimental to family unity, and did not take into consideration the interests of
the minor children and thus constituted a flagrant violation of Article 8 of the ECHR.
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The Warsaw Provincial Administrative Court found that the “legitimate interests” of Irina G.
and her three minor children had not been considered. The Court held that the absence of such
considerations violates, inter alia, the constitutionally established principle of protection of
family and parenthood, values subject to legal protection both in Polish and international law.
The Court noted that in keeping with Article 8 of the ECHR, everyone has a right to respect
for his family life and that any limits on this right must be proportional. The principle of
proportionality requires consideration of the personal and family situation of the non-national
which includes, inter alia, the length of time spent in Poland and possible obstacles to
residing with his or her family in the country of origin, including the consequences for the
family of moving their family life to another country.
The Court noted that during the administrative proceedings the applicant adverted a number
of times to the fact that she had three minor children in Poland and that the decision of
expulsion would result in separation from her daughters who have temporary residence
permits issued by the provincial Governor to remain in Poland where they are attending
school. She had also indicated that the children are in Poland solely in her care and that the
family is independently supported by income from a company of which she is a shareholder.
The Court found that it was possible that a decision to expel in the instant case would be
inadmissible on a consideration Article 8 ECHR which protects the family ties between
children and parents against expulsion. It held that the charge that the organ of second
instance did not consider the applicant’s family situation was well-founded. It therefore set
aside the decision of expulsion.
A recent judgment from the Warsaw Provincial Administrative Court89 arguably failed to give
due weight to Article 8 ECHR protection in a case against expulsion.
The applicant, SB, had been in Poland continuously since 1985 and in 1998, when he
graduated from a Polish university, had been in the country illegally for 9 years. In that same
year the provincial Governor issued a decision to expel the applicant in connection with his
illegal stay but the applicant continued to reside illegally in Poland. In February 2004, on the
basis of the regularisation procedure provided for in Section 154(1) of the Aliens Act 2003,
the provincial Governor issued the applicant with a temporary residence permit valid until
February 2005. Upon expiry of this permit the applicant made no attempt to further legalise
his stay and remained in Poland without proper approval, supporting himself by organising
musical events. The applicant was thus ordered by the provincial Governor in February 2009
to be expelled in connection with illegal residence and work in Poland. He appealed,
highlighting the length of his residence in Poland and his cohabitation with a Polish citizen,
arguing that expulsion would violate his right to respect for private and family life. In
upholding the Governor’s decision, the Head of the Office for Foreigners emphasised that the
applicant’s illegal stay in Poland indicates a disregard for the internationally-recognised right
of States to control entry and stay of non-nationals. The fundamental duty of the foreigner
who wishes to be present in Poland is one of loyalty to the Polish authorities and this loyalty
finds expression in observance of the country’s laws. The Governor’s decision was thus held
to be justified.
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The applicant appealed to the Warsaw Provincial Administrative Court claiming, inter alia,
that expulsion would infringe his right to family life as understood in the ECHR and respected
in Polish law. The Court held that the Office of Foreigners had rightly found the applicant to
have violated Polish law and, furthermore, that expulsion would not infringe the right to
family life as understood in the ECHR.
The Court had regard to the fact that the applicant had not established a family in Poland and
did not fear return to his country of origin where his mother and two brothers, with whom he
maintained contact, lived. The applicant had indicated that in the jurisprudence of the ECtHR
flowing from Article 8 ECHR in the context of expulsion of foreigners, regard is had to the
ties forged with the host country in which non-nationals have spent most of their lives. The
Provincial Administrative Court, however, highlighted the fact that when the applicant arrived
in Poland in 1985 he was an adult and that he spent 9 years residing illegally before being
awarded a temporary residence permit in 2004. Upon expiry of this permit in February 2005
“he again opted for illegal stay…” Thus his stay during more than 13 out of his nearly 24
years in Poland not been legalised.
“In this state of affairs,” the Court held, the applicant could not rely on the length of his stay
in Poland to avoid the consequences of violating existing legal regulations.
The Court’s decision here would seem to be disproportionate. The applicant did not a pose a
threat to national security or public order. By failing to recognise the applicants’ relationship
with a Polish citizen the Court is at odds with the acknowledgment of the Warsaw Supreme
Administrative Court in 2005 that family life extends not only to families based on marriage
but also to families based on actual relationships. The Court therefore attached too much
significance to the fact of the applicant’s unauthorised residence, and failed to attach
sufficient weight to both the length of time spent in the country and the existence of family
ties between the applicant and a Polish citizen.
Conclusion
While Poland’s legislative attempts at regularisation have been an abysmal failure, yielding a
meagre return for the time and money invested in them, it would appear from draft legislation
currently under review that lessons have been learnt and the recently proposed regularisation
programme has the potential to regularise the status of a significant proportion of Poland’s
irregular immigrant population, facilitating their emergence from the shadows of the black
economy, integration into Polish society and empowering them to demand respect for their
fundamental human rights.
The representative sample of cases presented above reveals that the Polish courts play an
important role in giving effect to the Article 8 ECHR protection of family and private life in
the face of administrative decisions to expel which fail to take account of Poland’s obligations
under Article 8.
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